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Talking Points

• Background
• Preservation tools
• Access
• Progress
Wisconsin Document Depository Program

shall collect and distribute a wide range of state government publications and information to depository libraries [regardless of format or process by which produced] and regardless of the source of funds provided to the publisher in order to preserve and make available a record of major state government programs for future use

*Defined by Sections 35.81-35.84 of the Wisconsin Statutes, as amended by 1991 Wisconsin Act 285*
Introducing the Wisconsin Digital Archives

- Wisconsin Digital Archives is a collection not a program
- Creates a system to fulfill statutory obligation to participate in the Wisconsin Document Depository Program with electronic formats
- Provides authoritative permanent access to electronic state gov’t documents and web content
- Provides all libraries, regardless of depository status, the opportunity to provide greater access to state government documents in electronic formats
- Provides unlimited users 24/7 convenient access to electronic state government documents in a controlled environment

What are we digitally archiving?

Publications that provides public perspective on state government programs and are created through the use of state funding

- Annual / Biennial reports
- Budgets
- Research and informational studies and reports
- Legal reports
- Interim and final reports
- Handbooks, guides and manuals for public audiences
- Periodicals, journals, and newsletters for public audiences
- Licensing standards
- State Plans
- Regional planning commission publications
- Statistical compilations
- Governor’s task force reports
"Archives" Doesn’t Mean “Old”

Current hot topics and initiatives
- Global warming; Flu Pandemic; Wind Farms;
- CWD; Water Quality and Usage; Voting in WI; Obesity Epidemic;
- Organic Farming; Racial Disparity; Flood of 2008; Hunting

Statistics
- Health
- Employment/Unemployment
- Crime

Governor’s Task Force and Final Reports
State Agency biennial and annual reports
Legislative Audit Bureau reports
Legislative Council reports

What are we not digitally archiving?

- Certain constraints due to technological limitations
- Databases
- Web development issues
- Not collecting items that might be considered public records
- Not digitally archiving content that is not meant for public consumption
  - Nothing from Intranet sites
- Not digitizing content
  - Content is not being scanned from tangible formats, it already exists in electronic format online
- Not archiving entire websites
  - We Are Not the Way Back Machine
Document Distribution Trends

Questions?
How Does It Work?

- Discover and identify content to collect
  - Manual not automated
- Catalog content in Connexion Client (WIDAG)
- Use OCLC Preservation Tools
  - Tools only available from a catalog record
  - Create persistent URLs that are added to catalog records in 856 field
  - Persistent URLs take user to CONTENTdm for access copy
  - Preservation copy goes into Digital Archive (dark archive)
- Create lists of fully cataloged digital archives URLs for distribution
- Libraries download catalog records from WorldCat or WISCAT into local OPACs for searching and access to CTdm collection

OR

- CTdm collection available for searching/browsing
Connexion Digital Import (CDI)

- Ability to attach digital files uploaded from local hard drives to CONTENTdm collections during the cataloging process
  - Digital item is **not** HTML content (HTML can only be captured and viewed using the Web Harvester)
  - Thumbnail is generated for use in CONTENTdm that is an actual image of the first page of the file:
Questions?

Web Harvester

- Uses Heritrix web crawler
- Web Harvester spiders designated parts of websites creating copies of all links needed to make content functional
  - Creates a snapshot in time with persistent URL
- Web Harvester generates a generic thumbnail for use in CONTENTdm:
Web Harvester
Final steps...

- Ingest
- Approve/Index in CTdm Admin Module
- Make necessary edits to metadata in Project Client
- Approve/Index in CTdm Admin Module
3008 – the Year of the Interstate

Celebrating 50 years of public safety and economic progress

The Wisconsin Department of Transportation is proud to join transportation agencies throughout the nation in recognizing the 50-year anniversary of the Interstate highway system. In 1956, President Dwight Eisenhower signed federal legislation that initiated development of what many consider our nation’s greatest public works achievement. Today, the Interstate system stretches over 46,775 miles and serves a crucial economic role in supporting the safe and efficient movement of people and commerce.

Wisconsin has long served as a transportation leader — being the first state to establish a system of numbered state highways, one of the first to complete construction of the primary Interstate routes, and a national trend-setter when it comes to public involvement in building quality transportation facilities while minimizing environmental impacts.

The Web site provides additional information on the development of Wisconsin’s and the nation’s Interstate Highway System as we celebrate the “Year of the Interstate.”
Redirect Notice

This resource is outside the scope of the harvested document. Click below to access this resource on the Internet:

http://www.intersci/phil.org

Note: This resource may not be available on the Internet.

Click back to return to the harvested document.

Questions?
Primary Mode of Access in OPACs

- All records in OCLC WorldCat, WISCAT, MadCat, LRBCat
- Other libraries choose only records that best suit the needs of their users and collection development policies
- Advantage of controlled search environment
- State agency publications co-exist regardless of format providing full historical range of state agency publications

State Level Depository Library OPAC URLs

- Resources for Libraries & Lifelong Learning
  - WISCAT  www.wiscat.net
- Wisconsin Historical Society & UW Madison
  - MadCat  http://madcat.library.wisc.edu
- Legislative Reference Bureau
  - LRBCat  http://lrbcat.legis.wisconsin.gov
Shipping/Distribution Lists
http://salcat.dpi.wi.gov/refloan/indship.asp

State of Wisconsin
Department of Public Instruction
Tony Evers, State Superintendent
Wisconsin Document Depository Program

Shopping List - Digital Archive
September 2010-17 Shipping List

Agriculture, Trade and Consumer Protection, Dept. of
Livestock facility kiting annual report, March 2006-April 2010
http://netserver2.ondemand.wisconsin.gov/secure/online
AiR 1/21/06 8:37:20210
OCLC no: 146309764

Child Care Information Center
Child Care Information Center newsletter, issue 60, 2010
http://netserver2.ondemand.wisconsin.gov/secure/online
PAAL c. 48:40
OCLC no: 596103654

Child Care Information Center newsletter, issue 61, 2010
http://netserver2.ondemand.wisconsin.gov/secure/online
KAML c. 48:39

Reference and Loan Library, 4/21/2010
Two Supported Domain Structures

Old
- digitalarchive.oclc.org
  - http://digitalarchive.oclc.org/request?id%3Doclcnum%3A213353403

*No need to update records already in local OPACs

New
- worldcat.org/oclc
  - http://worldcat.org/oclc/213353403/viewonline

Questions?
Coexisting Formats

Big Changes
For More Information

Visit our website: http://dpi.wi.gov/rll/inddep.html
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